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CART

Clango’s Cyber Analytics Reporting Tool (CART) lets you get the most out of CyberArk
with customizable, easy-to-use, reports and visualizations. CART saves time, resources,
and Analytics
money…and
eliminates
Cyber
Reporting
Tooloperational, compliance, and auditing headaches.

Streamlined Reports for:

No More Manual Reporting

Clango’s Cyber Analytics Reporting Tool (CART) is designed to empower CyberArk business users with the ability to

search, view, prepare, analyze, and report on operational data that is otherwise difficult to access within CyberArk's native

ü Account Situational Awareness
ü Customizable, Linked Reports in any Format
ü Compliance and Auditing
ü Intuitive Dashboards
CART is an intuitive, web-based interface for building and running reports and is fully configurable to adapt to your data
ü Vulnerability
Identification
üalignSave,
Generate,
security
policy and role-based access
needs. It can quickly integrate and
with yourSchedule,
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user interface, all at a fraction of the cost of traditional reporting engines.

Directory, LDAP, and additional identity and access stores to extend access beyond CyberArk users.

MASTER YOUR DATA

Rapid, Convenient Access for Auditors and Compliance
Officers. Enable non-CyberArk users with need-to-know
fast and simple access to the data they need within the
system. Confirm compliance within minutes.
Easy-to-Understand Linked Reports. Quickly and easily
use existing reports, build on them, or make completely
new reports. Then customize, save, and share personal
reports and queries. Save search criteria for future reports
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s going back and forth with enterprise report writers or making do with

Ark vault. With CART, users will be exploring data, preparing formatted just-in-

Schedule exports to CSV, Excel and PDF via email.

Easily Identify Potential Security Gaps. CART allows you to
view changes to data over time that could indicate
vulnerabilities.
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allows snapshots in time, CART archives changes and lets
you know critical information for any particular date. CART
lets you easily investigate events of non-compliance.

